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Abstract: This research aimed to systematically review the development studies pertaining to
forest biomass and bioenergy supply chain resilience (SCR). In this regard, a mixed procedure was
implemented in order to explore and analyze the relevant publications, and to answer the research
questions. First, the databases and journals working on forest biomass and bioenergy supply chains
(SCs) were identified based on the indices of the review process and the indices of the barriers and
enablers. Next, data refinement was employed to filter the publications into four levels and determine
the semifinal cases. Moreover, the references of the semifinal publications were tracked in order to
achieve the final cases. Consequently, 88 papers were determined as the final cases through which
the barriers and enablers were explored and analyzed. Furthermore, in order to meet the research
gap in this area and prove the connections of those barriers and enablers with the resilience capability,
their relationships with the main resilience factors were investigated. According to the assessment,
the findings of this research on the definition, barriers and enablers of forest biomass and bioenergy
SCR can be applied as a basis for the comprehension and optimization of the structure of SCs in the
forest biomass and bioenergy industries.

Keywords: forest biomass supply chain resilience; forest bioenergy supply chain resilience; resilience
barriers; resilience enablers; resilience main factors; systematic literature review

1. Introduction

Biomass is one of the sources of energy available in many countries. It is defined as
the series of organic raw material that originates from plants and animals [1]. In the case of
plants, it is derived from green plants transforming sunlight into organic material through
the photosynthesis process and contains all kinds of vegetation and organic wastages [1].
Given the fact that it takes millions of years to transform biomass into fossil fuels, and
that burning them will disrupt the balance of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, these are
not considered renewable in the desired time period based on the human life cycle [2].
When biomass can be used in the short term, it can be considered as a renewable source of
energy. As such, while biomass and fossil fuels are fundamentally interconnected, they
have fundamental differences in outcome and their impact on the environment, which
are directly related to the duration of their formation and use. Furthermore, bioenergy is
defined as a type of primary renewable energy, in that its constant use does not broadcast
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere [3]. As one of the more promising outcomes, the
enhanced use of bioenergy can lead us to meet the goals of the framework convention
on climate change (FCCC) regarding the stabilization of the atmospheric densities of
greenhouse gases under perilous levels [3]. Indeed, bioenergy is a form of clean energy
generated from raw materials under the title ‘biomass’, for operation in line with producing
transportation fuels, heat, electricity and products by considering the modern standards [4].
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1.1. Forest Biomass

This type of energy source can be converted into solid, liquid or gaseous states. Forest
biomass comprises preliminary residues produced during forest proceedings, secondary
residues produced during industrial wood conversion proceedings, tertiary residues em-
anated from destruction, manufacturing, and packaging operations, and finally customary
firewood [5,6]. Preliminary residues are presently the major feasible source of novel
feedstock for bioenergy in temperate locations and forests [6]. In this regard, logging
residues—including the tree tops and branches produced within harvesting proceedings—
can be considered as an available and beneficial source of forest biomass [5]. Within
harvesting proceedings, logging residues are often amassed at a location that is suitable
for easy transportation or rotting; otherwise, they are abandoned on the forest locality
and only require retrieval [5]. The managerial and technical progresses driven by biomass
and bioenergy industries certainly augment the number of localities from which residues
are removed, which will lead to the optimized amount of biomass being removed from
a locality in the future [5,7,8]. Hence, the sustainability of the forest locality regarding
the growth removal of logging residues, mainly within clarification, is a considerable
concern [5]. In the meantime, understanding forest biomass potentials is vital in order to
examine their effects on the environment and other industries, especially in the bioenergy
sector [8].

1.2. Forest Bioenergy

The bioenergy generated from forest biomass is called forest bioenergy. In line with the
optimal application of the renewable energy, it is necessary to consider the forest biomass
for bioenergy and biofuel generation leading to acceptable local advancement [9,10]. Forest
bioenergy generated from local sources can meet the industrial or non-industrial needs
of beneficiaries from various perspectives [11]. Based on the literature, the optimal and
structured use of forest bioenergy in potential locations can reduce the use of fossil fuels,
leading to reduced greenhouse gas emissions and boosting confidence in the clean energy
industry [12]. For instance, the utilization of accessible biomass for the generation of the
bioenergy in British Columbia could lead to 15.7% greenhouse gas emissions mitigation [12].
Forest bioenergy is often obtained from wood residues gathering during timber harvesting
and within the wood processing industry, such as wood pellets, black liquor and recovered
wood waste [13]. The future of this industry in all its forms will be affected by a wide
range of characteristics, such as demand, policies, environmental potentials, and technical
and managerial advancements. As such, continuous targeting, planning and activities are
important issues for systematizing this industry and ensuring a bright future ahead.

1.3. Forest Biomass and Bioenergy Supply Chains (SCs)

Forest biomass and bioenergy SCs can be defined as the network among the forests,
biomass producers, biomass distributors, bioenergy producers, bioenergy distributors, and
final consumers associated with each of them. It covers various individuals, organizations,
resources, software and hardware technologies, and all of the physical and non-physical
routes, procedures, and outcomes to obtain the relevant products or services [14]. Un-
derstanding the SCs is a vital issue in implementing a reliable framework based on a
strategic planning process and efficient activities to reach the strategic targets. Hence, the
continuous improvement of organizations working on the forest biomass and bioenergy
sectors remarkably lies at the back bone of the situation of their SCs’ structures. In fact, the
forest biomass and bioenergy SCs provide the opportunities for producers, distributors and
consumers to better understand the targets, plans and activities that are incorporated in the
whole network, leading to more efficiency and competitiveness of the relevant industries
in the present and future. Diversity and changeability within these kinds of SCs, mostly
due to the features of the raw material, the economic situation and demand fluctuation, has
impact on the energy generation and consumption levels [14]. As such, the extensive forest
biomass and bioenergy SCs that include the various components influenced by uncertainty
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increase the instability in the costs and revenues more than other types of energy [14].
Somehow, it plays a significant role in generating extra revenue streams for the renewable
energy industry by regulating the supply demand rates and organizing the operations [15].
It is necessary to investigate the environmental, economic, social, technical and strategic po-
tentials of the forest industry in order to achieve an efficient and prospective structure [15].
However, the question is “How can such an efficient structure be developed for the forest
biomass and bioenergy SCs?” Indeed, answering this question is the key prerequisite to
continuous improvement in this scope.

2. Research Process

In this research, a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) was conducted in order to
investigate the current literature on forest biomass and bioenergy supply chain resilience
(SCR). The attempts were focused on realizing the main challenges and issues, and covering
the theoretical and practical dimensions of this sector. Figure 1 shows the framework of
the research process. The framework applied to collect the relevant data included many
phases, which are as follows.

Phase 1: Defining the Research Questions
The research questions, in fact, show the existing gap, and the reason of and contribu-

tion to the research. Therefore, designing these questions not only regulates the research
process but also increases the understanding of the research findings. Accordingly, the
main contribution of this research is the identification of the barriers and enablers in the
field of forest biomass and bioenergy SCR based on the relevant literature.

Phase 2: Data Collection and Indices
In the data collection phase, at first, the particular keywords for the exploration of the

databases and journals were determined. Some of the main research keywords included
“forest biomass supply chain”, “forest bioenergy supply chain”, “forest biomass supply
chain resilience”, “forest bioenergy supply chain resilience”, “resilient forest biomass
supply chain”, and “resilient forest bioenergy supply chain”. Secondly, the publications
after year 2009 were explored. The consideration of the year 2009 as the start point
was because the concept of supply chain management in forest biomass and bioenergy
industries has undergone a major transformation since 2009. Thirdly, in order to conduct a
high quality literature review, the Engineering Research Database, Google Scholar, Science
Direct, Wiley Online Library, Springer, Taylor and Francis Online, MDPI, and Canadian
Science Publishing were investigated, in addition to top journals in the subject of renewable
and sustainable energy. In order to achieve comprehensive insight about the findings, all
of the sections of each piece of research were evaluated. Furthermore, the theoretical and
practical aspects were considered in order to reach reliable findings. Table 1 shows the
journal classifications based on Academic Journal Guide (AJG) 2018 qualification.

Phase 3: Data refinement
During the data refinement process, four essential steps were conducted, which

were identification, screening, eligibility and inclusion. In the identification step, all of
the articles were identified based on the relevant keywords. In the screening step, the
duplicated studies containing irrelevant texts were removed from the identified collection.
In the eligibility step, the articles that did not include an adequate connection between
the resilience concept and forest biomass and bioenergy SCs were excluded. At the end,
the articles that necessarily and adequately answer the questions of this research were
included for the final analysis. Furthermore, an important part of this phase was devoted
to reviewing the relevant references used in the included research. Hence, the procedure
led to a systematic, accurate and valid overview of the theoretical and practical background
of the application of resilience-related concepts in this field.

Phase 4: Data analysis
In this phase, the data obtained in the previous phase were analyzed. The analysis of

the data showed the quantity and quality of the research on the application of resilience in
the sector of the forest biomass and bioenergy supply chain network (SCN). The outcomes
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of this phase included: (1) the range of the theoretical and practical background, (2) def-
initions of forest biomass and bioenergy SCR, (3) a set of barriers of forest biomass and
bioenergy SCR, and (4) a set of enablers of forest biomass and bioenergy SCR. Therefore,
the findings of this SLR can be used as a comprehensive reference in this area.

Figure 1. Research process.
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Table 1. Journal classifications based on AJG 2018 qualification.

List of Publishers List of Journals IF * SJR ** SNIP ***

Elsevier

Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 12.110 3.632 4.351

Applied Energy 8.848 3.607 2.865

Resources, Conservation and Recycling 8.086 2.215 2.584

Bioresource Technology 7.539 2.430 2.012

Journal of Cleaner Production 7.246 1.886 2.394

Renewable Energy 6.274 2.052 2.366

Energy 6.082 2.166 2.012

Journal of Environmental Management 5.647 1.321 1.839

International Journal of Production Economics 5.134 2.379 2.714

Energy Policy 5.042 2.168 1.931

Biomass and Bioenergy 3.551 1.110 1.415

Biosystems Engineering 3.215 0.857 1.970

Forest Policy and Economics 3.139 1.127 1.482

Wiley Online Library Gcb Bioenergy 5.316 1.810 1.180

Springer

Current Forestry Reports 4.972 1.320 2.070

Biomass Conversion and Biorefinery 2.602 0.550 0.770

Bioenergy Research 2.195 0.620 0.970

Taylor & Francis

Scandinavian Journal of Forest Research 1.755 0.590 0.840

International Journal of Green Energy 1.388 0.42 0.630

International Journal of Forest Engineering 1.386 - -

Australian Forestry 1.370 0.370 0.540

Journal of Sustainable Forestry 1.272 0.390 0.740

MDPI Forests 2.221 0.650 0.940

Canadian Science Publishing Canadian Journal of Forest Research 1.812 0.630 0.880

* Impact Factor 2019, ** SCImago Journal Rank 2019, *** Source-Normalized Impact per Paper 2019.

3. Results
3.1. Characteristics of the Publications

Based on the research process, an overview of the literature structure on SCR in the
forest biomass and bioenergy industries is presented in this section. Table 2 indicates the
results of the data refinement. In the identification step, 883 publications were identified
relating to the mentioned keywords. The most prolific journals with the largest share of
publications were the Journal of Cleaner Production, with 17%; Biomass and Bioenergy,
with 16%; Applied Energy, with 12%; Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, with
12%; and Energy, with 10%. In the following stages, 281 publications were selected during
the screening step, followed by 149 during the eligibility step, and 51 during the inclusion
step. In addition to the 51 publications, others mentioned within the text were reviewed
in the supplementary process. In this way, the 37 publications used as references of the
included cases were investigated because of relationship of them with the barriers and
enablers in this field. In total, 88 publications were determined and analyzed. Figure 2
shows the year-wise distribution of the final selected publications. Accordingly, most
related studies were conducted in the years 2017 to 2019. In order to achieve comprehensive
insight into the application of resilience capability in the forest biomass and bioenergy SCN,
the keyword-wise distribution of the final selected publications is presented in Figure 3.
Based on the results, all of the publications applied just two keywords, which were “forest
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biomass supply chain” and “forest bioenergy supply chain”, and words dependent on
them. Actually, there is no significant research paper that specifically applied the keywords
including “resilience” or “resilient” in the selected journals. All of them are indirectly
related to the resilience concept. This indicates that there was a significant research gap
in the application of this capability in forest biomass and bioenergy SCs up to the end of
2020. However, SCR has been one of the main topics in the scientific community in recent
years. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct extensive and multifaceted research on this
topic. In this way, both the direct and indirect relationships among resilience capability
and the barriers and enablers of forest biomass and bioenergy SCs were considered in this
SLR during the data refinement process. However, the viewpoints of authors and experts
were also considered in order to link the barriers and enablers to the main resilience factors
identified in previous studies. This supplementary process helped the researchers to better
comprehend the findings.

Table 2. Results of the data refinement.

List of Journals Identification Screening Eligibility Inclusion References

Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 103 34 17 12 3

Applied Energy 109 36 19 9 -

Resources, Conservation and Recycling 10 3 2 2 -

Bioresource Technology 27 6 2 0 1

Journal of Cleaner Production 151 41 22 7 4

Renewable Energy 43 17 9 2 2

Energy 85 22 15 5 1

Journal of Environmental Management 5 1 1 0 -

International Journal of Production Economics 11 6 1 0 -

Energy Policy 40 10 6 0 2

Biomass and Bioenergy 142 48 24 5 2

Biosystems Engineering 15 2 2 1 -

Forest Policy and Economics 10 9 4 2 2

Gcb Bioenergy 17 6 4 0 -

Current Forestry Reports 4 4 4 0 -

Biomass Conversion and Biorefinery 2 2 1 0 -

Bioenergy Research 23 6 2 1 -

Scandinavian Journal of Forest Research 8 7 4 1 1

International Journal of Green Energy 2 1 1 1 -

International Journal of Forest Engineering 8 5 2 1 -

Australian Forestry 2 1 1 1 -

Journal of Sustainable Forestry 3 3 2 1 -

Forests 6 5 2 0 -

Canadian Journal of Forest Research 6 5 2 0 -

Others → → → → 19

Total 883 281 149 51 37

Up to November 2020.
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3.2. Forest Biomass and Bioenergy SCR

Resilience is defined as the capability to enhance the potentials of systems or individ-
uals to perform their functions optimally and continuously, in line with predetermined
goals and plans, during various situations [16–18]. For this reason, the development of
resilient structures has attracted much interest in recent years. The definition provided in
this SLR for the forest biomass and bioenergy SCR is:

. . . the capability of forest biomass and bioenergy SCN to return from sustained
difficulties, for sustainable development during and after a foreseeable or unfore-
seeable event in a short period of time, by an efficient preventive-progressive
procedure and with high performance quality, in keeping with environmental,
economic, social, technical, and strategic standards.

This type of SCN can play a significant role in the consumption of more clean energy
within the industrial and non-industrial environment, through the timely and adequate
supply of biomass and bioenergy [19]. Therefore, in order to achieve environmental,
economic, social, technical and strategic advantages, improving the resilience level in this
sector should be considered as a forward-looking issue. Numerous components affect the
resilience capability in forest biomass and bioenergy SCs, some of which have a negative
impact and some of which have a positive impact. According to empirical evidence,
the identification and evaluation of the impact of the components are associated with
optimization of the resilience capability at the micro and macro levels. By reviewing
the literature on the application of resilience in the forest biomass and bioenergy SCs, a
critical research gap can be recognized, which includes the determination of the resilience
components of this type of supply chain at different levels. This is the main purpose of the
current research and the attempts made in this way to bridge this research gap.
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3.3. Barriers of Forest Biomass and Bioenergy SCR

The identification of the barriers of progress in any field is one of the important issues
that will lead to the achievement of the goals. There is an undeniable research gap in the
investigation of the resilience capability within the forest biomass and bioenergy SCN.
Hence, the barriers were extracted in this review that directly and indirectly affect the
resilience level. Table 3 shows the resilience barriers in this way. In general, the identified
barriers are incorporated in five dimensions, which are the environmental, economic, social,
technical and strategic dimensions. Therefore, by eliminating them, the needs of systems
can be met and the performance level can be improved. Based on the results, 38 resilience
barriers were finally determined. For instance, the “reduction of forest fertility, indigenous
diversity and productivity levels” [15,20], as an environmental barrier, is affected by the
excessive use of the materials on the ground and underground, and affects the forest
land fertility and future harvest rates. The “financial return on investment” [21,22], as an
economic barrier, is affected by the targets, plans, and functions of stakeholders, managers,
and employees, etc., and affects the business structure of biomass and bioenergy industries.
Furthermore, the “limitations of the quantity and quality of jobs creation and incomes in
forest biomass and bioenergy industries” [15], as a social barrier, are affected by micro and
macro decisions in the design of forest industry, and affect the attitudes of land owners,
investors and employees. The “technical and technological limitations in forest biomass
and bioenergy industries, qualitatively and quantitatively” [23,24], as a technical barrier,
are affected by the amount of investment and research and development activities, and
affect the quality and quantity of the processes and flows throughout forest biomass and
bioenergy SCN. Moreover, the “legislative limitations and changes” [21,22], as a strategic
barrier, are affected by local and global policies, and affects the efficiency of the biomass
and bioenergy SCs’ structures. Therefore, the identified barriers can give managers and
researchers comprehensive viewpoints regarding the challenges within forest biomass and
bioenergy SCR.

3.4. Enablers of Forest Biomass and Bioenergy Supply Chain Resilience

The enablers of a capability play vital role in being able to optimize it or not. Indeed,
by investigating the enablers of a capability and improving them, the whole capability
can be optimized. This SLR aimed to identify the resilience enablers in the forest biomass
and bioenergy SCN. As mentioned earlier, due to the research gap, the components were
explored that directly or indirectly enable resilience capability. Table 4 indicates the 61
resilience enablers. Generally, they affect the environmental, economic, social, technical
and strategic dimensions of this type of SCR. For example, the “preservation of the soil
productivity” [25,26], as an environmental enabler, is affected by environmental potentials,
needs and changes, and affects the forest management efficiency and the quantity and qual-
ity of utilization. The “optimal investments in importing and exporting capabilities” [27],
as economic enabler, are affected by the decisions on a micro and macro scale, and affect
the extension and productivity of forest biomass and bioenergy SCN. Furthermore, the
“improvement of public awareness and perceptions levels” [28,29], as a social enabler, is
affected by training and the revelation of advantages and disadvantages to the public,
and affects the acceptance and development rates of these industries. The “technology
innovations with technical improvements in forest industry” [30], as a technical enabler,
are affected by efficient research and development procedures, and cause the infrastruc-
ture in forest biomass and bioenergy SCN to be innovative. Furthermore, the “optimal
logistics strategies” [31,32], as a strategic enabler, are affected by managerial knowledge
and time-related and location-related potentials, and affect the ability of forest biomass
and bioenergy SCN to operate in coordination according to the norms. Consequently, the
identified enablers of forest biomass and bioenergy SCR provide a reliable platform for
researchers and managers to be able to optimize the resilience and performance levels in
the whole network.
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3.5. Relationships among the Barriers or Enablers of Forest Biomass and Bioenergy SCR with
Resilience Main Factors

In line with the identified barriers and enablers, their relationships with the main
resilience factors were investigated in order to prove the findings and answer the research
questions. This is due to the existing research gap in the application of resilience capability
for the optimization of the forest biomass and bioenergy SCN. The 14 main factors [17,18]
used in the analysis play an important role in developing a resilient structure in uncertain
situations. Hence, recognizing the relationships among these components provides a
platform to enhance the insights about the findings. In this step, a committee including
the authors of this research and industrial experts were tasked with recognizing the rela-
tionships. In order to better understand the composition and function of the committee,
the following information is important. There were seven members in the committee,
including two authors of this research to investigate and prove the theoretical aspects of the
relationships, as well as five industrial experts to investigate and prove the practical aspect
of the relationships, who were members of the board in their company or organization. The
composition of the committee members helped to simultaneously consider the theoretical
and practical aspects during the decision-making process. It should be noted that all of the
industrial experts had more than 5 years of experience at the highest management level in
related fields. All of the steps of polling the members of the committee were performed in
the form of online interviews, and separately, so that the opinions of the members were
not influenced by each other. Finally, theoretical and practical opinions with the same
coefficient were used to find an unbiased result. In order to achieve the final viewpoint, the
mode procedure (the response or opinion that appears most often in a set of responses or
opinions) was applied. Given that this article is a review, the most appropriate procedure to
find a simple but efficient result was the mode procedure. Of course, in order to obtain more
detailed and comprehensive findings, modern quantitative and qualitative methodologies
should and will be applied in future research studies. Tables 5 and 6 show the results,
respectively. The results indicate the extent to which the barriers and enablers identified
by reviewing the literature are associated with resilience capability, and level thereof in
forest biomass and bioenergy SCs. In this context, the direct and indirect relationships
were determined. A direct relation refers to an association between a barrier or enabler
and a main factor in which they progress or regress in value together. An indirect relation
refers to an association between a barrier or enabler and a main factor in which they do not
affect each other directly, but rather through another component(s). It should be noted that
Tables 5 and 6 prove that the barriers and enablers affect the resilience capability, such that
in order to find out about the details of the relationships, conducting independent research
on each of them is necessary. It is beyond the scope of this SLR to state all of the reasons
for the determining relationships; therefore, one item from each table will be addressed as
an example.

Based on Table 5, the barrier of “variability in quantity and quality of forest biomass
and bioenergy feedstock” directly affects the flexibility by undermining the ability of the
SCN to change or react in the shortest possible time, at the lowest cost and with optimal
performance, when faced with foreseeable and unforeseeable circumstances. It indirectly
affects the information technology by undermining the level of trust of members, stake-
holders and consumers in the available information and verification process in the relevant
industries, which in itself leads to a regression in researching, designing, developing,
deploying, optimizing and supporting information systems. On the other hand, based on
Table 6, the enabler of the “integration of the technical, economic, social and environmental
objectives” directly affects the adaptability by reinforcing the ability to optimally alter the
goals, plans, and activities to deal with the new challenges, to meet the new needs, and
to apply the new opportunities. It indirectly affects the responsiveness by increasing the
coordination of potentials, demand and supply rates in relevant industries, which in itself
leads to an increase in the quantity and quality of the response to the needs of members,
stakeholders and consumers in the shortest possible time, at the lowest cost and with
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optimal performance in a variety of situations. Consequently, all of the relationships can be
interpreted in such a way that they will be discussed in detail in future studies.

Table 3. Barriers of forest biomass and bioenergy SCR.

Dimensions Barriers References

Environmental

1. Reduction of forest fertility, indigenous diversity and productivity levels. [15,20]

2. Forest land availability to grow energy crops. [21,22]

3. Environmental vulnerability. [28,29]

4. Ongoing pest epidemic in forests. [9]

5. Increasing forest disturbance rate. [33,34]

6. Negative effects of climate change on forest industry. [35]

7. Health and environmental hazards and costs of greenhouse gas emissions. [36,37]

8. Potential risks for disruption because of natural disasters and man-made events. [29]

Economic

9. Costly and complex logistics of forest biomass and bioenergy. [1,15]

10. High capital costs of technologies in the SCN structure. [15,38]

11. High capital and operational costs of pretreatment processes and high uncertainty in the
time and prices. [39,40]

12. Variable capital and operational costs of storage facilities in different situations. [39,41]

13. High costs of the forest biomass and bioenergy supply management. [42,43]

14. Competition from other investments. [21,22]

15. Financial return on investment. [21,22]

16. Economic vulnerability. [28,29]

17. Variable delivery time and costs of forest biomass and bioenergy. [44]

18. High feedstock production costs. [45,46]

19. High costs of machinery and equipment in the SCN structure. [45]

20. Cost/profit allocation problems. [47,48]

Social

21. Limitations of the quantity and quality of jobs creation and incomes. [15]

22. Lack of specialists in the biomass and bioenergy industries. [21]

23. Social vulnerability. [28,29]

24. Collaboration complexity in the SCN structure. [49]

Technical

25. Variability in quantity and quality of feedstock. [15,50]

26. Technical and technological limitations, qualitatively and quantitatively. [23,24]

27. Limited types of storage and capacity in the SCN. [51,52]

28. Collection of feedstock in only one form. [51,53,54]

29. Capacity of machinery to recover biomass and bioenergy. [55,56]

30. Technical vulnerability. [28,29]

Strategic

31. Complexity of procedures in the SCN structure. [14,57]

32. Uncertainty in the SCN structure. [14,58,59]

33. Fluctuation in demand of the feedstock and products. [60]

34. Strategic vulnerability of the SCN. [28,29]

35. Legislative limitations and changes. [61,62]

36. Changes in global market pertaining to the forest industry. [9]

37. Lack of sourcing and development in the SCN. [63,64]

38. Various targets, plans, and interests of stakeholders across the SCN. [63,65]
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Table 4. Enablers of forest biomass and bioenergy SCR.

Dimensions Enablers References

Environmental

1. Collection of forest biomass and production of forest bioenergy in various forms. [51,53,54]

2. Desirability of climate change. [21]

3. Security of the SCN. [21]

4. Preservation of the soil productivity. [25,26]

5. Conservation of the ecosystem’s ecological balance. [25,26]

6. Optimal carrying capacity, compatible with the forest ecosystem. [66,67]

7. Optimal location-allocation of the facilities. [68,69]

8. Forest management by afforestation and reforestation targets, plans, and activities under the
clean development mechanism. [70]

9. Mobilization of potentially robust resources of the forest biomass and bioenergy. [49]

Economic

10. Alternative investments. [71]

11. Incorporating a multi-objective terminal within the SCN. [72]

12. Optimal investments in importing and exporting capabilities. [27]

13. Optimal inventory management of forest biomass and bioenergy. [73,74]

Social

14. Information-based procedures. [75]

15. Improvement of public awareness and perceptions levels. [28,29]

16. Job creation based on the forest biomass and bioenergy types and candidate locations. [28]

17. Respect of values, acceptable commitment, and reliable relationships with vitalization. [63]

18. Enhanced collaboration within the SCN as well as among the forest owner associations,
academy, industry, and government. [35,63]

19. Efficient human resource for the SCN. [76]

20. Founding the forest biomass and bioenergy sale and purchasing associations. [35,77]

21. Create programs for constant training and learning in the SCN and relevant industries. [36,78]

22. Occupational health and safety. [36]

Technical

23. High efficiency and optimal scale of pretreatment conversion technology. [39,40]

24. Application of the various types of storage systems in different conditions. [39,73]

25. Road network optimization. [39,79]

26. Utilizing advanced and modern technologies. [14]

27. Optimal design and management processes. [14]

28. Modern information technology and system. [80,81]

29. Optimal forest biomass and bioenergy recovery and recycling processes. [82]

30. Optimal decision support system for design and management. [83,84]

31. Optimal timing of operations in the SCN. [75]

32. Precision supply scenarios. [75]

33. Efficient forest biomass and bioenergy facilities. [9]

34. Optimal innovation in the SCN structure. [63,85]

35. Self-sufficiency with flexible production of forest biomass and bioenergy in multiple-scale. [76,86]

36. Optimal design, planning and management of plants and sites. [87,88]

37. Reliability of the supply-demand structure of the SCN. [89]

38. Technological innovations with technical improvements in forest industry. [30]
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Table 4. Cont.

Dimensions Enablers References

Strategic

39. Feasibility of targets, plans, and activities for the SCN infrastructure. [15]

40. Integration of the economic, environmental, social, and technical objectives. [15]

41. Integration of the strategic, tactical and operational decisions. [44]

42. Optimal logistics strategies. [31,32]

43. Optimal strategic, tactical and operational decision making levels. [43,90]

44. Optimal storage strategies and decision-making tools. [82,91]

45. Flexible structure of the SCN. [80,81]

46. Integration of long-term, medium-term and short-term goals, plans and activities. [51]

47. Global and local policies and government incentives. [23,92]

48. Risk confrontation and management of the SCs and operations. [25,93]

49. Optimal and timely anticipating ability. [28]

50. Optimal configuration of SCN based on the potentials, changes and needs. [71,94]

51. Optimal long-term, medium-term and short-term planning. [95,96]

52. Optimal coordination in the SCN. [63,97]

53. Optimal control in the SCN. [63,97]

54. Optimal policy-making framework and system leading to the perspective policies. [63,92,98]

55. Robustness of the SCN. [99]

56. Application of centralized or decentralized systems in the SCN based on the potentials
and needs. [35,77]

57. Optimal allocation mechanisms and strategies. [47,48]

58. Integration of the new infrastructure with existing facilities. [94]

59. Forest waste management mechanisms and strategies. [49,100]

60. Implementation of necessary equipment upgrades within SCN and relevant industries. [101]

61. A various range of best management practices within SCN and relevant industries. [102,103]

Table 5. Relationships among the barriers of forest biomass and bioenergy SCR and the main resilience factors.
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Table 5. Cont.

Barriers
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12 D I I I D I I I I D D D I I

13 I I I I I D I D D I I D I I

14 I D D I I I I I D I I I I I

15 I I I D I I I D I I I I I I

16 D I D D I I I D D D I D D D

17 D D I D D I I I I I D I I D

18 D I I I D I D I I D D I I I
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Direct: D; Indirect: I.
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Table 6. Relationships among the enablers of forest biomass and bioenergy SCR and the main resilience factors.
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Table 6. Cont.

Enablers
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36 D D D I D D D D I D D D D D

37 D D I D D D I I I I D D D D

38 I D I I I D D I I D D I D D

39 D D D D D D D D D D D D D I

40 D D D I D I I D D I I I D D

41 D I D I I D I D D I I D I D

42 I D D I I D I D I I D D I D

43 I I I D D I I D D D I D D D

44 I D D D I D I D D I I D I D

45 D I D I D I I D I D D I I D

46 D D D D D D D D D D D D D D

47 D D D D I D I D D I I I I D

48 I D I I I D D D D D I D D D
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55 D D D D D D D D D D D D D D
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60 D I I I D I D I I D D D D D

61 D D D D D D D D D D D D D D

Direct: D; Indirect: I.

4. Discussion: Findings and Future Directions

In this SLR, three general questions (including the first, second and fifth questions)
and two main questions (including the third and fourth questions) in the context of forest
biomass and bioenergy SCR were asked:
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1. What is the current circumstance of the research and work in forest biomass and
bioenergy SCR?

2. What is the Definition of forest biomass and bioenergy SCR?
3. What is the set of barriers in forest biomass and bioenergy SCR?
4. What is the set of enablers in forest biomass and bioenergy SCR?
5. What are the existing gap(s) and necessities of forest biomass and bioenergy SCR for

the academy and industry?

This study was the first literature review on the forest biomass and bioenergy SCN
which aimed to investigate the resilience capability and relevant components. In this
regard, an integrated framework was implemented to collect the data. First, two basic
research questions were determined, the answers to which are the main basis of the findings.
Next, the suitable indices were determined for a more accurate and comprehensive review
process. In this way, the keywords, databases and publishers were specified in order to find
the relevant publications in high-quality journals in which both theoretical and practical
aspects were considered. The indicators of IF, SJR and SNIP, as three reliable rating tools,
were used to distinguish among the high and low quality journals. Furthermore, the
references of the included publications were tracked in order to identify the other linked
studies. Through this phase, the identification of 883, screening of 281, eligibility of 149, and
inclusion of 51 publications indicates the relevant publications in four levels. Furthermore,
37 publications were recognized from the tracked references. Reviewing publications at
four main levels and a supplementary level helped us to finally select those which really
answered the research questions. In the following, the findings and the directions for future
works on forest biomass and bioenergy SCR will be summarized.

4.1. Characteristics of the Publications

In Table 2, the results of the data refinement that indicate the accuracy rate of the
reviewing process regarding the identification of the barriers and enablers within the forest
biomass and bioenergy SCN which directly and indirectly affect the resilience capability
are incorporated. The data show the journals that have significantly dealt with this issue.
Furthermore, 6% of all of the identified publications pointed to barriers and enablers in
this field. By tracking the references of the included publications, relevant studies were
identified, including 42% of the final publications. In this regard, 49% were published in
the selected journals, as well as 51% in other journals. It should be noted that 32% of the
publications that were selected by tracking the references were published before 2009.

Figure 2 indicates the year-wise distribution of the publications. The data indicated a
mutation of the research and development from 2014 for works on forest biomass and bioen-
ergy SC capabilities, and that the majority of the research was conducted by researchers
after 2017. It revealed that the field was attracting the attention of both researchers and
practitioners to address the effective components in recent years. On the other hand,
Figure 3 indicates the keyword-wise distribution of the publications. The keywords of
“forest biomass supply chain” and “forest bioenergy supply chain” were used in almost all
of the final publications working on the barriers and enablers. However, there is no signifi-
cant study using other selected keywords that specifically addresses resilience capability
in this field. However, many studies have been conducted on overall SCR and even its
sub-sections. Therefore, this is a significant research gap.

This review of the literature revealed a critical need to investigate the resilience
capability in forest biomass and bioenergy SCN. As the development of a resilient structure
is an important issue in various scopes, the identification and evaluation of the barriers
and enablers play a vital role in the optimization of forest biomass and bioenergy SCN. It is
obvious that mathematical modeling and simulation are the common approaches that have
been applied for the optimization of the SC structure. Hence, there is an unmet need to
use other approaches such as conceptual modeling for the evaluation of the importance of
the barriers and enablers, the relationships among them, and the capabilities in the overall
network. The barriers and enablers identified in this SLR are related to the overall aspects
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of the forest biomass and bioenergy SCN. However, the investigation of their relationships
with the main resilience factors provides a situation to reveal their effects on the resilience
level, and to consider them as resilience barriers and enablers in this field. Therefore, future
studies could analyze the ways in which these components can be operationalized and
appropriately measured. Finally, the comprehension of the barriers and enablers would
provide noteworthy intuition on the development of resilience capability in the forest
biomass and bioenergy industries at different levels that could be a thought-provoking and
comparatively untapped topic.

4.2. Forest Biomass and Bioenergy SCR

In order to obtain a definition for forest biomass and bioenergy SCR, the relevant
literature was reviewed. As a significant research gap that affected the identification of
barriers and enablers, there is no reliable study working on forest biomass and bioenergy
SCR. Hence, in order to obviate the hesitancy about the meaning of resilience in this field,
a reliable definition was proposed according to the extant body of literature in this SLR.
In order to do this, the definitions of forest biomass and bioenergy SCN and the overall
SCR were investigated and used to create a precise definition. It can be stated that the
topic is active and hypaethral for future works, and that it needs both theoretical and
practical research.

4.3. Barriers and Enablers of Forest Biomass and Bioenergy SCR

In this SLR, an integrated framework was proposed to investigate the states of the
definition, barriers and enablers of the resilience in forest biomass and bioenergy SCN.
According to the existing research gap, the barriers and enablers were identified based on
the literature on the overall forest biomass and bioenergy SCN. Then, in order to prove their
impacts on resilience capability, their relationships with the main resilience factors were
investigated. Finally, the results were abridged and the comprehensive sets of resilience
barriers and enablers were presented.

This study provides various directions for future works on forest biomass and bioen-
ergy SCR. In the context of resilience capability, a fundamental query still unanswered
is the relative importance of barriers and enablers in the structure of forest biomass and
bioenergy SCN that could affect environmental, economic, social, technical and strategic
dimensions, theoretically and practically. Therefore, future research works ought to address
resilience capability through the evaluation of the interactions between the components
and their importance, the advantages and disadvantages, and the effects of components on
forest biomass and bioenergy SCR and performance quality.

5. Conclusions

In this study, by reviewing the literature, 88 publications were identified in which the
barriers and enablers to which they referred directly and indirectly affect the resilience
capability. The publications contained a wide range of scopes, such as large-, medium- and
small-sized forest biomass and bioenergy industries, as well as relevant global and local
SCNs. Even though there is a significant research gap on forest biomass and bioenergy SCR,
the implication of the mentioned capability from environmental, economic, social, technical,
and strategic aspects was investigated, and relevant barriers and enablers were identified.

Through a systematic review of the literature on forest biomass and bioenergy SCR
within a 20-year time frame (2009–2020 directly and 2000–2009 indirectly), the concept
was discussed. In this way, a comprehensive definition for forest biomass and bioenergy
SCR was presented that indicates the complexity of resilience in this sector. Moreover,
the timeline and framework were presented in order to recognize the resilience barriers
and enablers that transpired as the findings of the reviewing process. It is hoped that the
findings of this SLR will prepare an inclusive cornerstone for researchers and practitioners
in their future works.
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